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NIrV Seek and Explore Holy Bible, Hardcover Hunting for God's Treasure Join nine wild animal characters as they guide young readers through the story of God's Word one step at a
time. The NIrV Seek and Explore Holy Bible is the ideal stepping stone from storybook to full-text Bible. Seek and Explore Devotions for Kids 365 Days of Hands-On Activities The
Seek and Explore Book of Devotions is a year-long journey into the books of the Bible. Perfect for a child to use on their own, as a family, in a classroom, or in a Sunday school
setting, readers will ﬁnd unique reﬂections, readings and engaging activities. Adventure Bible for Early Readers Adventure Bible A study Bible for students written in shorter
sentences and simpler language, with sections explaining how it relates to modern life, descriptions of life in biblical times, and an introduction to each book. NIV, Starting Place
Study Bible An Introductory Exploration of Studying God's Word Zondervan Sometimes the hardest part of beginning is knowing where to start! An introductory exploration into
studying God's word, the NIV Starting Place Study Bible includes approachable, easy to use features that will guide readers through Scripture while building their conﬁdence and
knowledge in the Scriptures. Featuring book introductions, context notes and character proﬁles, this is the perfect NIV study Bible for those beginning their Bible journey, and a
great gift for new believers. The Bible’s depth can seem overwhelming, but within the pages of Scripture you will ﬁnd words of peace, hope, and love waiting for you. The NIV
Starting Place Study Bible guides you through Scripture, so you can understand God’s love for you and build a relationship with the Savior who longs to know you personally.
Features: Complete text of the accurate, readable, and clear New International Version (NIV) 88 Bible Characters: Explore the lives of the Bible’s most fascinating personalities 282
Q&A Notes: Get answers to your most perplexing questions 146 Context Notes: In-depth articles on the cultural and historical context of Scripture 138 Bible Truths: Core Christian
beliefs and their basis in Scripture Book Introductions provide you with a helpful overview of each book of the Bible Over 6,000 study notes explain the text, verse-by-verse
Exclusive NIV Zondervan Comfort Print® typeface Bob Books Set 2: Advancing Beginners Bob Books Publications The books in Bob Books Set 2 - Advancing Beginners provide your new
reader with more material at the beginning level. These twelve stories in mostly three-letter words build conﬁdence for the very youngest readers. Simple text combined with
slightly longer stories builds reading stamina. Elements of humor and surprise keep childrenÕs interest high. Add Bob Books Set 2 to your collection for invaluable beginning
reading practice. Reading this foundation set help children master basic phonics before they advance to consonant blends. Inside this eBook youÕll ﬁnd: - 12 easy-to-read books, 16
pages each - Mostly two and three letter words (C-V-C words) - Can be "sounded out" (phonics based) - Limited sight words - 20 to 30 words per book Holy Bible A reasonably priced,
quality black hardcover pew and ministry Bible featuring a large 12-point font. The Action Bible God's Redemptive Story David C Cook The Action Bible presents more than 230 fastpaced narratives in chronological order, making it easy to follow the Bible’s historical ﬂow and building up to the thrilling climax of God’s redemptive story. Plus, these spectacular
updates take the action to a whole new level: 25 new stories showcase a more extensive exploration of God’s work in our lives. 23 expanded stories highlight additional experiences
of the people who tell God’s story. 128 new pages of illustrations deliver a richer artistic experience with more close-up faces, historical details, and dramatic colors. Every page
sparks excitement to explore God’s Word and know Him personally. Readers will witness God’s active presence in the world through stories from the life of Jesus and great heroes of
the faith. Let this blend of powerful imagery and clear storytelling capture your imagination and instill the truth that invites you to discover your own adventure of life with God.
Sergio Cariello’s illustrations for The Action Bible leap oﬀ the page with the same thrilling energy that earned him international recognition for his work with Marvel Comics and DC
Comics. NIrV, Study Bible for Kids Zonderkidz The bestselling NIrV Study Bible for Kids starts early readers ages 6 to 10 on the rewarding path of reading and studying God's Word.
This Bible uses the complete text of the New International Reader’s Version® (NIrV) which is written at a third-grade reading level and is perfect for those learning to read. With
colorful artwork, easy-to-read Bible text, and fun features, kids will engage with the Bible in a way that makes it stick. Features include: •Presentation page—for personalization and
gift giving •32 full-color pages—includes illustrations to bring Bible characters and events to life plus helpful study information about the Ten Commandments, how to become a
Christian, prayer, and more. •Check It Out—sketches and descriptions of what life was like in Bible times. •Brain Game—questions to help kids remember important Bible themes.
•Soak It up—key verses highlighted for kids to memorize. •Book Introductions—brief overviews of each book with an outline of key events. •Dictionary—key Bible words for quick
reference. •Map section Minecrafters Bible, NIRV Zonderkidz Presents the New International Reader's Version of the Bible along with illustrations featuring Minecraft scenes of
famous Bible stories. She Reads Truth Holding Tight to Permanent in a World That's Passing Away B&H Publishing Group Born out of the experiences of hundreds of thousands of
women who Raechel and Amanda have walked alongside as they walk with the Lord, She Reads Truth is the message that will help you understand the place of God's Word in your
life. Student Bible-NIV-Compact Zondervan Publishing Company The Student Bible's proven, commonsense approach to studying the Scriptures appeals to high school and college
readers as well as adults of every age. Featuring an stylish Italian Duo-Tone" cover, this compact edition oﬀers more than just good looks and portability. Its thoughtful, carefully
researched features will help you overcome common obstacles to reading and understanding the Bible. Edited by award-winning authors Philip Yancey and Tim Staﬀord, this Bible
enables you to understand what you read, ﬁnd the topics you're looking for, and make real progress in your studies.The NIV Student Bible Features:- Guided Tour of the Bible takes
you on a 180-day journey featuring daily points of interest- Highlights and Insights explain diﬃcult verses, point out important facts and encourage reﬂection- Book Introductions
and Overviews summarize the content and point out important themes and characters for each book of the Bible- 3-Track Reading Plan lets you read at your own pace- Subject
Guide points to the Bible's message on topics of interest- 100 People You Should Know gives insight into the lives and faith of important Biblical people- Updated Glossary of NonBiblical People and Places NIV Holy Bible (Hodder Classics) As the sacred text of Christianity, the Holy Bible has long been the world's bestselling book. Its incredible stories and
profound teachings have shaped our culture and its values underpin our way of life. Love it or loathe it, this classic literary work has a fundamental place in history, and as such is a
'must read' for anyone seeking to understand the development of modern society. With over 400 million Bibles in print, the New International Version is the world's most popular
modern English Bible translation. It is renowned for its combination of reliability and readability. Fully revised and updated in 2011, the NIV is ideal for personal reading, public
teaching and group study. This Bible also features:Clear, readable 7.25pt texteasy-to-read layout shortcuts to key stories, events and people of the Bible reading plan quick links to
ﬁnd inspiration and help from the Bible in diﬀerent life situations. This edition uses British spelling, punctuation and grammar to allow the Bible to be read more naturally.Royalties
from all sales of the NIV Bible help Biblica, formerly the International Bible Society, in their work of translating and distributing Bibles around the world. The Holy Bible New
International Version Hodder Faith This pocket NIV Bible is ideal to keep with you at all times The Full Life Study Bible King James Version Zondervan Publishing Company The Full Life
Study Bible gives you everything you are looking for in a Bible -- practical, application-oriented notes on nearly every page, as well as in-depth study helps to increase your
understanding of God's Word. Included in this Bible are today's most popular study tools; a complete cross reference system, easy-to-read maps and charts near the texts you are
studying, informative book introductions, a detailed subject index, a concordance, and 16 full-color maps with a handy map index. The Full-Life Study Bible also includes these
unique features speciﬁcally designed for Spirit-ﬁlled Christians. Themeﬁnders: 12 symbols located in the margin indicating verses that address speciﬁc themes such as: Baptized
in/Filled with the Holy Spirit, Gifts of the Spirit, and Healing. Study Notes: Bring a practical focus for deeper understanding. Articles: 77 articles that address a wide variety of topics
of doctrinal and particle importance. Charts: 5 charts uniquely designed for this Bible, such as Old Testament, Prophecies Fulﬁlled in Christ. The Full Life Bible Study was written and
reviewed by pastors and scholars who were committed to creating a standard by which Spirit-ﬁlled Christians could study, preach, and teach. NIV, Journal the Word Bible, DoubleColumn, Cloth Over Board, Teal, Red Letter Edition, Comfort Print Reﬂect, Take Notes, Or Create Art Next to Your Favorite Verses HarperOne The NIV Journal the Word(TM) Bible,
Double Column allows you to creatively express yourself every day with room for notes or verse art next to your favorite verses. Now available in a double-column format, it features
thick cream-colored paper with lightly ruled lines in the extra-wide margins, perfect to reﬂect on God's Word and enhance your study. First and Second Chronicles Zondervan The
Chronicles are more than a history of ancient Israel under the ascent and rule of the Davidic dynasty. They are a story whose grand theme is hope. Great battles are fought, heroes
and tyrants vie for power, Israel splits into rival kingdoms, and the soul of God's holy nation oscillates between faithlessness and revival. Yet above this tossing sea of human
events, God's covenant promises reign untroubled and supreme. First and Second Chronicles are a narrative steeped in the best and worst of the human heart--but they are also a
revelation of Yahweh at work, forwarding his purposes in the midst of fallible people. God has a plan to which he is committed. Today, as then, God redirects our vision from our
circumstances in this turbulent world to the surety of his kingdom, and to himself as our source of conﬁdence and peace. Exploring the links between the Bible and our own times,
Andrew E. Hill shares perspectives on 1 and 2 Chronicles that reveal ageless truths for our twenty-ﬁrst-century lives. Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from our
world to the world of the Bible. But they leave us there, assuming that we can somehow make the return journey on our own. They focus on the original meaning of the passage but
don't discuss its contemporary application. The information they oﬀer is valuable--but the job is only half done The NIV Application Commentary Series helps bring both halves of the
interpretive task together. This unique, award-winning series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into our postmodern context. It explains not only what the Bible
meant but also how it speaks powerfully today. NIV Soul Survivor Youth Bible Hardback New International Version With over 500 added extras from the team and young people at Soul
Survivor and other well-known Christian leaders, the NIV Soul Survivor Youth Bible digs deep into the Word - the key themes that run all the way through, the wisdom, stories and
human lives that we can learn from. It also highlights what the Bible says about problems we face today, from tough life and world issues to the questions you really hope your
mates don't ask. 'We've asked tough questions (like, 'Why does God allow suﬀering?' and 'What's Leviticus all about?!') as well as tackling important twenty-ﬁrst century issues (like
relationships, terrorism, money).There are streams on each topic for individual or group study, Bible reading plans, helpful facts and real-life stories. In short, we've packed every
last thing that we could into these pages - and we've banned all jargon so it all makes sense!' Soul Survivor Each summer Soul Survivor festival gathers around 30,000 young people
to worship Jesus, to learn, to pray and to hang out together in a ﬁeld in Somerset. You can ﬁnd out more about us and our events at www.soulsurvivor.com/uk The NIV Bible With
over 400 million Bibles in print, the New International Version is the world's most popular modern English Bible. It is renowned for its combination of reliability and readability. Fully
revised and updated for the ﬁrst time in 25 years, the NIV is ideal for personal reading, public teaching and group study. British Text This edition uses British spelling, punctuation
and grammar to allow the Bible to be read more naturally. Royalties from all sales of the NIV Bible help Biblica, formerly the International Bible Society, in their work of translating
and distributing Bibles around the world. Bible Infographics for Kids Giants, Ninja Skills, a Talking Donkey, and What's the Deal with the Tabernacle? Harvest House Publishers Let Your
Kids See How Fun the Bible Can Be The Bible is far from boring, but sometimes it can feel that way to kids. Spark their excitement for God's Word with this craze-mazing collection of
infographic spreads designed to make the Bible come alive for kids and adults alike. These colorful creations visually depict the key concepts, important people, and most unusual
facts from the Bible in a new and exciting way. For instance, did you know? You'd need 6,377,966 soccer balls to ﬁll up Noah's Ark. Paul travelled over 10,000 miles on his missionary
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journeys—the distance from New York City to Rio Grande at the tip of South America. There is a talking donkey in the Bible. Roughly 3-4 million left Egypt during the Exodus.
Imagine the entire city of Los Angeles leaving town and wandering in the desert for 40 years! The phrase "a leopard can't change its spots" comes from Jeremiah 13:23 In addition to
the incredible infographics found throughout, you and your kids will love playing a Bible timeline board game that folds out from the middle of the book. This game will help your
family see God's awesome plan from Genesis to Revelation! Instill in your kids a lifelong love of God and the Bible. And who knows? You might learn a thing or two yourself along the
way. 52 Churches Books 1 - 4 Discover How to Make Church Matter Peter DeHaan Publishing Inc Visit ﬁfty-two churches in a year? No way! Peter DeHaan and his wife did just that. They
spent a year visiting a diﬀerent Christian church every Sunday: Protestant mainline, evangelical, and charismatic; Roman Catholic too. He visited a congregation just like yours.
Count on it. You'll laugh. You'll cringe. You'll cry. Church-reform proponent and Bible scholar, Peter DeHaan, PhD is a strong advocate of forming meaningful Christian community.
And he shares his discerning journey of discovery to inspire ministers, members, and attendees to build personal connections that matter. This isn't a church-shopping romp or a
mean-spirited critique. Peter doesn't rip at today's church. Instead he oﬀers a gift of encouragement, hope, and insight to all of Jesus's followers. Plus, he shares astute
observations and makes spot-on suggestions. Then build on the narrative of 52 Churches with the thought-provoking follow up: The 52 Churches Workbook. In it, consider 200
challenging questions to grow your faith. Ideal for group discussion or individual introspection. But that's not all. Read additional church encounters in book 3, More Than 52
Churches. Followed by The More Than 52 Churches Workbook. More experiences and more reﬂective considerations. Read the 52 Churches series box set for education, read it for
entertainment, and read it for the vision gained only from visiting a diverse array of churches. The 52 Churches series books are ideal for ministry leaders, members, and spiritual
seekers. Get your copy of 52 Churches Books 1 - 4, to begin your own exploration of religious practices! NIV Larger Print Soft-Tone Bible This soft-tone NIV Bible has 11pt print,
making it easier to read for those who prefer larger text. The text is very clearly laid out on the page in two elegant columns, with minimal show-though. The interior design is the
same as the standard NIV Popular Bible (ISBN 9781444701500). The pagination is also the same, so everyone can turn to the same page when a reference is given out in church.
This larger print Bible also features Old and New Testament maps, shortcuts to key stories, events and people of the Bible, a reading plan and Bible guide, quick links to ﬁnd
inspiration and help in diﬀerent life situations, and British spelling, grammar and punctuation. Royalties from all sales of the NIV Bible help Biblica, formerly the International Bible
Society, in their work of translating and distributing Bibles around the world. Adventure Bible New International Version 3-D Highlighting the adventure nature of the interior design
and Bible features, this special binding of the NIV Adventure Bible has a full-color lenticular cover design kids are sure to love! NIV, The Maxwell Leadership Bible, eBook Holy Bible,
New International Version Thomas Nelson "John Maxwell is a nationally respected expert in leadership. This Bible provides an in-depth look at God’s laws for leaders and leadership.
Now, you can get The Maxwell Leadership Bible in the best-selling New International Version. Plus, this 2nd edition includes new updates. In this Bible, Dr. Maxwell explains what a
godly leader is and how God is gloriﬁed when you accept the role you’re called to. It includes great articles and insights that will become an invaluable part of your leadership
library. You’ll ﬁnd 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership and 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader with lessons about Biblical characters who exempliﬁed each. Over 100 biographical
proﬁles feature stories that share God’s truth about leadership. John C. Maxwell, a New York Times bestselling author, coach, and speaker, has been called America’s #1 leadership
authority. To date, he has sold 25 million books. In 2014, Maxwell received the Mother Teresa Prize for Global Peace and Leadership from the Luminary Leadership Network, and was
named the world’s most inﬂuential leadership expert by Inc. and Business Insider. His organizations ¬– The John Maxwell Company, The John Maxwell Team, and EQUIP — have
trained more than 5 million leaders in 188 countries. This edition includes new empowering, inspiring tools to equip you to be an even better leader: Complete NIV Bible text and
translators' notes • Book introductions • Articles describing the 21 Laws of Leadership and the 21 Qualities of a Leader • Notes throughout the Bible that connect with the Laws and
Qualities • Indexes to the 21 Laws of Leadership and the 21 Qualities of a Leader The Maxwell Leadership Bible oﬀers principles of leadership that will greatly impact the way you
guide others. Order your copy today. This Bible oﬀers supplemental information on the following topics: Leadership Laws, Servanthood, Teachability, Vision, Control, Convictions,
Correction, Credibility, Criticism, Decision Making, Delegation, Discipline, Encouragement, Equipping, Ethics, Planning, Power, Practicality, Pride, Priorities, Purpose, Responsibility,
Restoration, Spirituality, Standards, Stewardship, Submission, Teamwork, Tolerance, Trust, Values, Wisdom" Holy Bible Traditionally Loved and Accepted Zondervan Publishing
Company This Bible contains the complete text of the King James Version. It includes an alphabetical listing of the books of the Bible, a double-column format and 7.1 point type. It is
an inexpensive edition for personal or ministry use and has a convenient size for Christians who are on the go. The Woman's Study Bible The New King James Version Nelson Bibles No
other woman's Bible has a more dazzling array of features than The Woman's Study Bible. It's far more than a devotional Bible. It has over 2,200 pages of study articles,
annotations, and topical notes on hundreds of subjects of interest to women of all ages and in all stages of life. The Woman's Study Bible has been lovingly crafted by more than 80
godly women, noted Christian leaders who have combined their expertise to produce the only comprehensive study Bible that highlights the unique needs of women. All Things Work
Together for Good to Them that Love God, to Them who are the Called According to His Purpose Romans 8:28 All things work together for good to them that love God, to them who
are the called according to his purpose. Romans 8:28. Christian Journal To Write In. Blank Lined Gold Font Design Bible Verse Cover Composition Notebook (Large 8.5 x 11)This
Christian Journal is great to use as a notebook, planner, organizer or diary. Perfect for note taking, creative writing, bible study, prayer and gratitude journaling. Write down
prophetic aﬃrmations about your life.Inspirational, motivational and devotional bible verse with Gold Font designLarge size 8.5 x 11 in (21.6 x 27.9 cm)120 blank lined white paper
pages with ﬂower transparent imagesPremium paperback with matte ﬁnish coverGreat gift ideas to family and friends for birthday, thanksgiving, Christmas & New YearThank you!
Enjoy. The Tony Evans Bible Commentary B&H Publishing Group Tony Evans is one of the most inﬂuential church leaders of our time and has been studying and preaching the Gospel
for over 50 years. He is senior pastor of Oak Cliﬀ Bible Fellowship in Dallas, TX and founder of The Urban Alternative, a ministry which promotes a kingdom agenda philosophy
designed to enable people to live all of life underneath the comprehensive rule of God. The Tony Evans Bible Commentary includes an introduction to each Bible book followed by
passage-by-passage exposition of the entire Bible by Dr. Tony Evans. In addition, there is a special front matter section with introductory resources. The insights in this commentary
will help explain God’s Word in a fresh way. Applying these truths will empower readers to have transformed lives that then transfer the values of the kingdom of God to others. The
Tony Evans Bible Commentary features the highly readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible's original
meaning without sacriﬁcing clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture's life-changing message and to share it with others. The Chronological Study Bible, NKJV Thomas Nelson
Publishers The Chronological Study Bible presents the text of the New King James Version in chronological order with notes, articles, and full-color graphics that connect the reader to
the history and culture of Bible times. NIV Holy Bible - Anglicised Black Gift and Award With over 400 million Bibles in print, the New International Version is the world's most
popular modern English Bible. It is renowned for its combination of reliability and readability. Fully revised and updated for the ﬁrst time in 25 years, the NIV is ideal for personal
reading, public teaching and group study.This Bible also features: Clear, readable 7.25pt text easy-to-read layout shortcuts to key stories, events and people of the Bible reading
plan quick links to ﬁnd inspiration and help from the Bible in diﬀerent life situations.British Text This edition uses British spelling, punctuation and grammar to allow the Bible to be
read more naturally. More about the translation This revised and updated edition of the NIV includes three main types of change, taking into account changes in the way we use
language day to day; advances in biblical scholarship and understanding; and the need to ensure that gender accurate language is used, to faithfully reﬂect whether men and
women are referred to in each instance. The translators have carefully assessed a huge body of scholarship, as well as inviting peer submissions, in order to review every word of
the existing NIV to ensure it remains as clear and relevant today as when it was ﬁrst published. Royalties from all sales of the NIV Bible help Biblica, formerly the International Bible
Society, in their work of translating and distributing Bibles around the world. Gentle and Lowly The Heart of Christ for Sinners and Suﬀerers Crossway Christians know that God loves
them, but can easily feel that he is perpetually disappointed and frustrated, maybe even close to giving up on them. As a result, they focus a lot—and rightly so—on what Jesus has
done to appease God’s wrath for sin. But how does Jesus Christ actually feel about his people amid all their sins and failures? This book draws us to Matthew 11, where Jesus
describes himself as “gentle and lowly in heart,” longing for his people to ﬁnd rest in him. The gospel ﬂows from God’s deepest heart for his people, a heart of tender love for the
sinful and suﬀering. These chapters take readers into the depths of Christ’s very heart for sinners, diving deep into Bible passages that speak of who Christ is and encouraging
readers with the aﬀections of Christ for his people. His longing heart for sinners comforts and sustains readers in their up-and-down lives. NIV Journalling Brown Imitation Leather
Bible with Clasp New International Version The Gospel According to Matthew Authorized King James Version Canongate U.S. The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary ﬂowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest inﬂuence on English-language
literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers'
passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its
overwhelming contemporary relevance. Holy Bible Nirv Love Letters from God Holy Bible, Imitation Leather, Magenta The NIrV Love Letters from God Holy Bible, with letters written
by Glenys Nellist and illustrated by Sophie Allsopp, is a perfect way to introduce children to the Bible and God s great love for them. This Bible includes 80 love letters from God
written especially for the reader, as well as the full text of the New International Reader s Version (NIrV)." NIV, Value Outreach Bible, Paperback This NIV Value Outreach Bible is a
low-cost softcover Bible perfect for churches and ministries buying in bulk to present to ﬁrst-time Bible readers. Find Out About: Things That Go Pat-a-Cake "Help curious
preschoolers ﬁnd out more about amazing machines and things that go with this fantastic lift-the-ﬂap board book. Find Out About: Things That Go helps curious preschoolers to
learn about their favourite vehicles and discover new ones in an engaging question and answer format. With lots of ﬂaps to lift and plenty to discover, from busy diggers, buses and
trucks, to speedy trains, planes and space rockets, this book is perfect for children and their parents to share and have fun ﬁnding out together"--Publisher's description. Hearing
the Spirit Knowing the Father Through the Son Christian Focus How does the Spirit relate to the Bible? This book is for those who are 'thirsty for a deeper experience of the Spirit of
God'. There is much confusion about how Jesus relates to the Holy Spirit, how Jesus the Eternal Word relates to the Bible. Whatever our background, we tend to fall back on untested
prejudices or worry about unexamined doubts. NIV Bible for Journalling and Verse-Mapping NIV Larger Print Leather Bible This hardback black leather NIV Bible has 11pt print,
making it easier to read for those who prefer larger text. The text is very clearly laid out on the page in two elegant columns, with minimal show-though. The interior design is the
same as the standard NIV Popular Bible (ISBN 9781444701500). The pagination is also the same, so everyone can turn to the same page when a reference is given out in church.
This larger print Bible also features Old and New Testament maps, shortcuts to key stories, events and people of the Bible, a reading plan and Bible guide, quick links to ﬁnd
inspiration and help in diﬀerent life situations, and British spelling, grammar and punctuation. Royalties from all sales of the NIV Bible help Biblica, formerly the International Bible
Society, in their work of translating and distributing Bibles around the world The NIV Action Study Bible Action Bible The NIV Action Study Bible helps preteens build a strong
foundation of faith to last a lifetime. For fans of The Action Bible� who want to go beyond the pictures and deeper into God's redemptive story, The NIV Action Study Bible is a fulltext study Bible that takes preteens (ages 9 and up) further into the heart of God's Word and connects His timeless truth to their lives today. The Action Bible has introduced
millions of kids to the stories in the Bible with its dramatic comic-book-style illustrations. Now they can go deeper with The NIV Action Study Bible. Designed to encourage a stronger
connection with God, this essential study Bible includes the complete NIV� translation and brings preteens into the action with these features: What About This? Insights to tough
questions about faith Unlock It! Who did what, when, where ... and why it matters Guess It! Person, place, or thing? Guessing fun with ﬁve clues Find It! A distinct icon that appears
whenever a story is included in the The Action Bible Activate Reﬂection on Bible themes and how they apply to life today Ancient Archives Cultural history of ancient times--what
were clothes, houses, weapons, food, celebrations, and traditions like? Experience the Drama Comic book artist Sergio Cariello's dramatic illustrations capture the imagination and
transport readers to another time. Forty full-color illustrated pages throughout the Bible and over two hundred in-text black and white illustrations. Plus book introductions, maps, a
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dictionary, concordance, and more. The HarperCollins Study Bible black leather New Revised Standard Version (with the Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books) HarperOne Notes and
introductions by 60 leading Bible experts Illustrations 16 full-color maps Tables Index Scholars are members of the Society of Biblical Literature 6 1/5 X 9 1/4 % Font size: 9 Engage
The NIV Youth Bible - Connecting You with God's Word If you're looking for an NIV Youth Bible that will encourage young people aged 11-18 to know and love God's Word - Engage is
it. Engage includes the full text of the Anglicised 2011 New International Version in double column 9PT British Text, At the beginning of the Bible you will ﬁnd helpful introductory
articles, such as the Big Story of the Bible, and How to Read the Bible. Each book of the Bible has its own introduction which explains when the book was written, and the main
points of the book. There is also a memory verse and a Bible study on a key passage for each book. There are 12 issues based studies on topics relevant to teenagers such as stress,
body image and relationships, as well as a three-week Big Bible Story reading plan with associated Bible studies. There are eighty one-page articles on applying the Bible to your life
('Stuﬀ'), answering your friends' diﬃcult questions ('Tricky'), how to explain Bible doctrines ('Essential') and stories about real people whose faith has made an impact in the world
('Real Lives'). This Bible has wide margins for note-taking, drawing, colouring and journalling.
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